
Anna was the inspiration.  Anna Clifford, a lesbian, working in Leeds City Council Adult
Social Care Service Transformation, knew what she was hearing and seeing needed
turning into real change and choices for older people.  Evidence showed that older
people in the LGBT+ communities across the country dreaded and feared ever being
admitted to a care home where they worried they would feel forced to return to the
closet, hide their identity and live and die in a greater sense of aloneness than ever in
their lives. Ref national evidence - Stonewall.

Discussions around the need for a solution to older LGBT people’s isolation and care
needs started in the summer of 2017 when Anna began to talk with various people
about her ideas. She talked with Jude, at Sage, the temporary Lotteries-funded test and
learn project, set up to tackle social isolation of older LGBT+ people. They, Jude, talked
with Susan, a Sage volunteer and older lesbian who met up with Anna. Then together
they talked about the idea of somewhere for LGBT+ people to live together as their
care needs grew, particularly at Leeds LGBT+ Mapping Group meetings. The MG – a
short-term project setting out the resources and under-resourcing of the LGBT+
communities in Leeds – was instrumental in highlighting the needs and wishes of its
members and those they represented. And Polly, a transwoman, joined the group in
Sept 2017. (Ref MG Report)

Soon Jordan, a gay man, joined the group in early 2018, his focus being the setting up of
community centre. PF held meetings throughout 2018 to establish the project they had
in mind and received a £4,000 Kick-Start grant. With this the four of them launched
Project Freedom at Leeds Pride on the 4th August 2018 with a wide-ranging survey.
They had lots of ideas, some branding, and an outline business plan in-the-making as
well as undertaking ongoing consultations in the community. (Ref MG survey)

By this time the concept was growing into the provision of housing with extra care
services run by and for the LGBT+ community with the usual communal areas becoming
open provision for the whole LGBT+ community – a Community Cultural Arts centre with
café and bar. In addition, there were ideas for a hub of activity: social enterprises
running the café and bar, performance space, training of LGBT-friendly carers, and
renting out office and meeting space for LGBT+ services and enterprises. 
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The group was by now envisaging multi-generational living to provide inter-resident
support as well as accommodation for young LGBT+ people who are disproportionately
represented in statistics for homeless people, sofa-surfers, and street-dwellers. (Ref MG
survey)

Between Jan and May 2018 consultations were held with Leeds LGBT Mapping Group as
well as Out in Leeds, Sage, Leeds Gay Community - all groups of older LGBT+ Leeds
residents. These consultations produced many ideas which were incorporated into the
Project Freedom vision.

Overwhelmingly the community wanted this to happen right in the heart of the city. 
Largely through Anna’s connections at senior levels and Susan and Jordan’s community
networks the project had traction. Polly left Leeds in August 2018 and Carmel joined the
group; others came and went. As there was too much work for just a few committed
volunteers they decided to work as two groups: Pride of Place Living (housing) and Pride
of Place (community centre) but remain under the one umbrella of Project Freedom,
so they held an Inaugural General Meeting in February 2020 to formally constitute
Project Freedom and elected a further seven people from the LGBT community onto the
committee. Anna became an Advisor and Jordan decided to take a break. Project
Freedom now obtained a £10,000 grant to pursue its aims and become an appropriately
structured legal entity. 

Whilst See Ahead had previously provided a substantive business case document for the
Pride of Place group to work from, Leeds Community Homes was commissioned to build
on the previous outline business case they had written for Pride of Place Living and
guide Project Freedom through the challenges of incorporation.

This is where we are at in June 2020!
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